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Abstract: Effective lubrication under extreme conditions such as high temperature is of considerable importance
to ensure the reliability of a mechanical system. New lubricants that can endure high temperatures should be
studied and employed as alternatives to traditional oil-based lubricant. In this paper, a thermocapillary model of
a silicone-oil droplet is developed by solving the Navier–Stokes and energy equations to obtain the flow,
pressure, and temperature fields. This is accomplished using a conservative microfluidic two-phase flow level
set method designed to track the interface between two immiscible fluids. The numerical simulation accuracy is
examined by comparing the numerical results with experimental results obtained for a silicone-oil droplet.
Hence, the movement and deformation of molten silicon droplets on graphite and corundum are numerically
simulated. The results show that a temperature gradient causes a tension gradient on the droplet surface, which
in turn creates a thermocapillary vortex. As the vortex develops, the droplet migrates to the low-temperature
zone. In the initial stage, the molten silicon droplet on the corundum substrate forms two opposite vortex cells,
whereas two pairs of opposite vortices are formed in the silicone fluid on the graphite substrate. Multiple vortex
cells gradually develop into a single vortex cell, and the migration velocity tends to be stable. The greater the
basal temperature gradient, the stronger the internal thermocapillary convection of the molten silicon droplet
has, which yields higher speeds.
Keywords: molten silicon; droplet; temperature gradient; thermocapillary migration

1

Introduction

Effective lubrication is a key factor in ensuring the
stability of a high-temperature machine such as a gas
turbine or silicon pulling machine [1, 2]. In such machine systems, temperatures T higher than 1,000 °C can
develop between the components. In these scenarios,
traditional oil-based lubricant is not appropriate for
use, because of its disadvantages such as unfavorable
viscosity–temperature μ–T characteristics and flammability [3, 4]. Thus, new lubricants suitable for such
applications should be found and studied. For example,
meltable materials are promising lubricants that can

function under the above conditions. Recently, Li et al.
[5] exploited the high thermal diffusivity of liquid metal
to utilize this material as a lubricant under extreme
pressure p.
Thermocapillarity refers to phenomena that arise
because of variation in the interfacial tension at a
fluid–solid interface, which is caused by a T gradient.
Thermocapillarity occurring between a friction pair
will affect the lubrication performance by changing
the surface tension σ and meniscus shape. Previously,
Brozska et al. [6] described the thermocapillary migration
behavior of droplets on solid surfaces using a lubrication
model, proving that the migration velocity was linearly
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List of symbols
H, W
θ
TH
x
Tc
Bo
Ca
Re
Oh


G
V
L
D
k−1
Μl,ua
Cpl, Cpa
kl, ka
Fx, Fy

Rectangular width and height
Static contact angle
The temperature of high temperature side
Abscissa displacement
The temperature of low temperature
Bond
Capillary
Reynolds
Ohnesorge numbers
Density
Gravitational acceleration
Droplet velocity
Characteristic length
The droplet contact diameter under the
solid surface.
Capillary length
The dynamic viscosity of droplet and air
Specific heat of droplet and air
Thermal conductivity of droplet and air
Surface tension forces in the x and y
directions

dependent on the radius r and that a certain critical r
existed. In addition, Brochard [7] assumed an approximately wedge-shaped droplet with a small static
contact angle θ, and found that the droplet motion
varies with θ. Tseng et al. [8] analyzed the change in
the flow and T fields inside the droplet; however, good
consistency between experimental and numerical
results was not obtained because of differences in the
initial and experimental conditions. Finally, Chen et al.
[9] studied the effect of contact-angle hysteresis and
slip length on the migration velocity during droplet
migration, showing that the magnitude of the slip
coefficient has little effect on the migration velocity.
A lubrication system will generate heat and, therefore,
thermocapillary motion; then, the μ, p, and capillary
motion of the lubricant will change during the droplet
migration. Therefore, the thermocapillary migration
of molten-material-based lubricant has a significant
influence on the lubrication efficacy [10, 11]. However,
few works report the flow characteristics of molten
materials under high T. Among the investigated

T
σ0
Ω1
Ω2
ε
γ
u
bls
uτ
Ma
ΔT
α
p
R
 LG,  SG ,  SL

The surface tension coefficient
Surface tension at the reference
temperature T0
Air subdomain
Droplet subdomain
Level set function
Interface thickness
Reinitialization parameter
Velocity vector
Slip length
Velocity of the fluid slip on the boundary
Marangoni number
Temperature difference between two
contact lines
The thermal diffusivity
The droplet pressure difference
Droplet interface curvature
Gas–liquid surface tension, solid–air
interfacial tension, solid–liquid
interfacial tension

materials, silicon has a high melting point and is easily
oxidized at high T values. However, it is difficult to
study the thermocapillary migration phenomena of
molten silicon droplets via an experimental approach.
In this work, we employ the finite element method
with the two-phase level set technique, which is ideally
suited to the tracking of interfaces between two
immiscible fluids, to examine thermocapillary migration
in molten silicon droplets. To verify the accuracy of the
conserved level set method, the numerical simulation
results obtained for a silicone-oil droplet are compared
with experimental results. Hence, the movement and
deformation of molten silicon droplets on graphite
and corundum substrates are numerically simulated.
Graphite crucibles and corundum crucibles are two
commonly used base materials for molten silicon. In
this study, high-T contact-angle equipment is used to
measure the θ of the silicon liquid on the graphite
substrate and corundum, in an argon atmosphere.
The evolution of the internal T field and the flow
field of the molten silicon droplets is studied based
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on the experimental value of θ. The thermocapillary
migration behavior of the silicon droplets on the
graphite and corundum substrates under the argon
atmosphere is investigated via numerical simulation,
which provides a theoretical basis for control of the
thermocapillary convection.

2

Physical model and meshing

In the numerical simulation conducted in this study,
a small liquid droplet was placed at the bottom
solid wall in a rectangular cross-sectional area with
dimensions of 1.5 mm × 8 mm (height H × width W).
The liquid droplet was initially assumed to have a
cylindrical cap shape, with a static θ which is defined
as the angle formed between the droplet/air interface
and the droplet/solid interface at the intersection
of droplet-air-solid phase (Fig. 1(a)). A uniform temperature gradient G was imposed on the bottom wall,
and the T distribution followed the relation T = TH 
G × x. Where TH is the temperature of high temperature
side, x is the abscissa displacement. Here, if x = 0, T =
TH, and if x = W, T = TC. Here, TC is the temperature of
low temperature side. As the droplet was considered
to be very small, the density of the liquid within it
could be assumed to be constant and the influence of
the body force could be neglected. Note that both the
droplet and air can be regarded as incompressible

and Newtonian fluids. Further, σ and θ are functions
of T, whereas the physical properties of the droplet
and air are independent of T.
A total of 18,912 grids were used for calculation in
the subsequent simulation, and grid encryption was
used at the interface, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The bond,
capillary, Reynolds, and Ohnesorge numbers, which
are expressed as follows, were used to determine the
cylindrical cap assumption:
Bo 

 gr 2
 v
 v2 L
 vL
; Ca 
; Re 
; We 
;




Oh 


 L



We
Re

(1)

For silicone-oil droplets with r = 0.5 mm, the migration velocity has an order of magnitude of 1 mm/s.
We obtained Bo = 0.115, Ca = 0.01, Re = 10, We = 10–5,
Oh = 10–4 where ρ represents the droplet density; g is
the gravitational acceleration; v represents the droplet
velocity; L is the characteristic length; and D represents
the droplet contact diameter under the solid surface.
If the droplet D is smaller than the capillary length
k−1, k 1  ( /  g )1/ 2 and the shape of the side surface
of the droplet ridge has a circular cross section.
However, if D > k–1, the shape of the liquid drop ridge
is flat.
In the silicone-oil case examined in this study,
thermocapillary migration was simulated under the
condition that θ = 90°. For the molten silicon on
graphite and corundum substrates, the thermocapillary
migration of the droplets was simulated under the conditions that θ = 45° (hydrophilic condition) and θ = 90°.

3
3.1

Mathematical formulation and boundary
conditions
Gas–liquid two-phase flow of thermocapillary
mathematical model

The two-dimensional equations for the conservation
of mass, momentum, and energy for incompressible
and Newtonian fluids are expressed as
Fig. 1 (a) Theoretical model of thermocapillary migration.
(b) Schematic meshing of model.
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Here, μ is the dynamic viscosity and T is the surfacetension coefficient, which can be assumed to vary
linearly with temperature [12] such that

   0   T (T  T0 )

The conservative level set [13, 14] method is commonly
used to manage the deformation of the free interface
Table 1 Physical properties of fluids (silicone-oil, air at 25 °C,
molten silicone, Ar at 1,427 °C).
Physical
property

Silicone-oil

Air

Molten
silicon

Ar

ρ (kg/m3)

968

1.1614

2560

0.28

σ (N/m)

0.021

—

0.72

γт (N/(m·K))
μ (Pa·s)

–5

6 × 10
0.02

k (W/(m·K))

0.1

Cp (J/(kg·K))

1670

8 × 10

1.74 × 10

–5

2.63 × 10

–2

1007

—
-5

—

3.3

7.5 × 10

-4

—
7.35 × 10–5

0.21

5.7 × 10–2

2800

521

Boundary conditions

The left and right walls are nonslip adiabatic walls.
The upper wall is isothermal with no sliding property;
the bottom wall is a wetting surface with a uniform G.
The Navier slip condition is applied at the liquid–solid
boundary, such that
u  bls

u
y

(9)

where bls is the slip length and uτ is the velocity of the
fluid slip on the boundary.

4

Gas–liquid interface tracking method

(8)

where ε is the interface thickness, γ is the reinitialization
parameter, and u is the velocity vector. Note that γ
determines the numerical calculation of the convergence in this case and should be of the same order of
magnitude as the maximum flow rate in the flow
field.

(7)

where σ0 is the surface tension at the reference
temperature T0. The physical properties of the liquid
and gas are listed in Table 1.
3.2



 u     (   (1   )
t


(5)

where ui and vi are the velocity components in the x
and z directions, respectively; ρi is the fluid density;
μi is the dynamic viscosity; Cpi is the specific heat;
and ki is the thermal conductivity. The subscripts i = l,
a are used to represent liquid and air, respectively. Fx
and Fy are the surface tension forces in the x and y
directions, respectively.
The force generated by the  differences at the
gas–liquid interface is given by the equation



during droplet motion. In this method, the air Ω1 and
droplet Ω2 subdomains are separated by the interface
ϕ with the level set function ϕ = 0.5. The value of ϕ
smoothly increases from 0 to 1 with 0 ≤ ϕ < 0.5 in the
liquid-droplet subdomain, with 0.5 < ϕ ≤ 1 in the air
subdomain. The reinitialized convection of the interface
can be expressed as

Results and discussion

The droplet velocity v is defined as the velocity of the
droplet motion relative to the solid surface. The
method of numerical simulation used to calculate
v gives the average velocity, which is obtained by
integration of the velocities of each point inside the
droplet, followed by division by the volume integral
of the entire droplet.
To verify the accuracy of the conservative level set
method, the numerical simulation results obtained
for a silicone-oil droplet were compared with the
experimental results. On the basis of this numerical
calculation method, the thermocapillary migration
processes of molten silicon droplets on graphite and
corundum substrates were studied. The thermocapillary
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migration process for droplets primarily includes a
dynamic change in the gas–liquid two-phase flow
field, a T change of the droplets and the surrounding
gas, and deformation of the gas–liquid interface.
4.1

4.1.1

Analysis and validation of silicone-oil droplet
migration model

Slip length effect

Figure 2 illustrates the change in the silicone-oil
migration rate over time t for slip lengths b = 1, 3, and
5 nm. In the initial stage (t < 0.5 s), the greater the
value of b, the greater the droplet migration rate has.
When the migration velocity becomes stable, the effect
of b on the silicone-oil migration rate decreases. The
stable migration velocity of the silicone oil tends to be
consistent for all three examined b values. Previous
research has shown that the b of this model has little
effect on the thermocapillary migration rate [8], and
the computational model used to obtain the results
presented below was unified for all cases using b = 1.

Fig. 2 Effect of slip length on silicone-oil migration velocity.

4.1.2

Temperature gradient effect

Figure 3(a) illustrates the G effect on the silicone-oil
migration, as determined for G = 1.96, 5, and 20 K/mm
(the corresponding Marangoni (Ma) numbers are 28.8,
73.4, and 293.6, respectively), θ = 90°, and the droplet
contact diameter D = 1 mm. It is apparent that the
average migration rate changes with t. The Ma effect
(i.e., the thermocapillary convection intensity) is usually
expressed by the Ma numbers [15], where
Ma   T TL  

(10)

Here, ΔT is the temperature difference between
two contact lines, L is the contact length between
the droplet and bottom wall, and α is the thermal
diffusivity. A larger Ma number indicates greater
internal thermocapillary convection intensity. As shown
in Fig. 3(a), the silicone-oil droplet thermocapillary
migration velocity first increases rapidly, before
gradually decreasing to a steady process. The greater
the value of G, the greater the maximum v and the
shorter the time taken to reach the maximum v; this
behavior indicates that the instantaneous acceleration
of the droplet migration increases as G increases.
This is because the variation in σ from lower values
on the warm side of the interface to higher values on
the cool side generates a flow in the droplet, which
exerts a hydrodynamic force on the solid surface that
points in the direction of the applied G. The solid
surface, which is held immobile, exerts an equal and
opposite reaction on the droplet that propels it in the
opposite direction [16], i.e., toward cooler regions.
Under suitable conditions, quasisteady motion, for

Fig. 3 (a) Silicone-oil migration velocity under different temperature gradients G with Marangoni Ma numbers of 28.8, 73.4, and 146.8.
(b) Comparison of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and experimental results for silicone-oil migration velocity at G = 1.96 K/mm
and contact angle θ = 40°.
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which the net hydrodynamic force on the droplet is
zero, can be achieved.
Equation (6) shows that the shear stress produced
by the thermocapillary effect on the gas–liquid interfacial surface is proportional to G. These trends are
consistent with experimental phenomena [17].
In the numerical simulation, the boundary conditions
were chosen such that the static θ = 40° and the
substrate G was 2 K/mm; these conditions are identical
to those reported for a previous experiment conducted
by Tseng [8]. Figure 3(b) illustrates the numerical
and experimental results for the thermocapillary
migration of the silicone-oil droplet. A certain degree
of consistency is apparent between the different sets of
results, which verifies the accuracy of the conservation
level set method. Therefore, the numerical simulation
can provide basic and detailed physical quantities
for the droplets, such as the flow, p, and T fields
during the migration. However, because the numerical
simulation does not consider the effect of buoyancy
convection and gravity, certain inconsistencies exist
between the numerical and experimental results.

4.1.3 Detailed flow and temperature fields inside siliconeoil droplet
Figure 4 illustrates the variation in the internal T
distribution of the silicone-oil droplet over time, for
Ma = 146.8, bls = 1 nm, θ = 90°, G = 20 K/mm, and D =
1 mm. The colored lines indicate isotherms, and the
T difference between two adjacent isotherms is 0.8 K.
The initial stage of the droplets and the T of the
surrounding gas constitute the reference temperature.
With increasing t, heat is transferred from the substrate
to the droplets and air. Because the thermal diffusion
coefficient of silicone oil is greater than that of air, heat
is transmitted faster in the droplets and eventually
forms the obtained T distribution. As shown in Fig. 5
(t = 0.01 s), in the high-T region (left side), the inner
vortex is greater; this is attributed to the greater G.
Two vortices are formed in the gas area around the
droplets, and development of this asymmetric vortex
pushes the droplet toward the low-T region.
In contrast to the internal flow field of the droplet
shown in Fig. 6, the T and V fields are almost decoupled
at 0.01 s, and the T field does not reflect the disturbance

Fig. 4 Temperature T changes in silicone oil with time t at θ = 90° and G = 20 K/mm.
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Fig. 5 Silicone-oil droplet streamlines for θ = 90° and G = 20 K/mm at t = 0.01 s.

Fig. 6 Flow field inside silicone oil at θ = 90° and G = 20 K/mm.

caused by convection. With increasing t, the T no
longer decreases linearly, and Fig. 4 shows that the
convective torsion caused by the flow is distorted.
Figure 6 demonstrates that with increasing t, the
development of the inner turbines on the high-T side
increases. On the low-T side, however, the final two
vortices develop into a vortex and the silicone-oil
droplet migration velocity is stable.
Figure 7 illustrates the droplet internal and gas–
liquid interface T distributions at different times. In
the initial stage, the highest T is at the lowest part of
the droplet. Then, as the front and rear contact points
move, the position of the advancing angle contact
point becomes the low-T point of the free interface.
At a certain t, the lowest point of the interface T is
obtained at the forward angle contact point and
remains constant.

Fig. 7 Temperature distribution in silicone-oil process at θ =
90° and G = 20 K/mm.

4.1.4 Deformation and variation of dynamic contact
angle during migration process
Figure 8 shows the deformation process for droplets
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Fig. 8 Change of interface shape during silicone oil migration.

under boundary conditions of θ = 90° and G = 20 K/mm.
The non-uniform distribution of the gas–liquid interface
generates differences in the gas–liquid surface p that
deform the droplet.
From the current simulation, θ increases during the
migration process and then stabilizes at a fixed value,
while the advancing angle is always greater than
the receding angle. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the
advancing and receding angles [18] increase before t =
0.01 s, because the droplet  gradient produces shear
stress that deforms the interface. Moreover, changes
in the interface curvature vary the internal and external
differential p values, thereby altering θ. The gas–liquid
interfacial deformation yields capillary convection
within the droplet. Note that the capillary flow is
caused by the different curvatures at the droplet
interface. According to the Young–Laplace equation,

for droplets,
p 

2
R

(11)

where p represents the droplet pressure difference
and R is the droplet interface curvature. The droplet
deformation during the migration induces the difference
in the interface curvature at the droplet interface.
The smaller the curvature, the greater the difference
is between the inside and outside p values. Therefore,
the capillary flow occurs from the smaller side of the
curvature to the larger side, and the droplet interface
shape affects the capillary convection direction.
Figure 8 demonstrates that the capillary convection
direction is opposite and resistant to the thermocapillary convection (Marangoni convection); this
behavior ultimately stabilizes the advancing and
receding angles at a constant value.
4.2 Numerical simulation of thermocapillary
migration of molten silicon droplets

Figure 10 shows the changes in the static θ values of
the silicon liquid on the graphite and corundum surfaces
in response to changing T. Here, θ decreases rapidly as
T increases from the silicon melting point to 1,700 K.
The Young equation [19] is given by:
Fig. 9 Receding/advancing dynamic contact angles of silicone
oil droplet.

 LG  cos    SG   SL

(12)
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Fig. 10 θ curves of molten silicon on polished graphite and
corundum surface (Ar).

This equation illustrates the relationship between
the static θ, the gas–liquid surface tension ( LG ) , the
solid–air interfacial tension ( SG ) , and the solid–liquid
interfacial tension ( SL ) . With increasing T,  of the
silicon liquid decreases linearly [20] and the liquid
surface of the silicon liquid in the argon atmosphere
decreases, thereby decreasing θ. The penetration of
the graphite interior by the silicon liquid passing
through the graphite surface pores is another important
factor that contributes to the θ reduction of the molten
silicon on the graphite substrate [21]. This behavior
yields greater reduction of the θ value on the graphite
substrate than that on the corundum substrate. Further,
at 1,700 K, the molten silicon density changes abnormally.
The coefficient of body expansion in this T region is
eight times (8×10−4 °C−1) that in the T region beyond
1,700 K, and is obviously caused by the change in θ.
Once T reaches and exceeds 1,700 K, θ remains almost
constant.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) illustrate the variation trend
of the average migration velocities of the molten silicon
droplets on the corundum and graphite substrates,
respectively, for G = 2, 5, and 20 K/mm. The initial T
is 1,700 K and the static θ values of the molten silicon
on the graphite and corundum substrates are 45°
and 90°, respectively. With increasing substrate G,
the average migration velocity increases and the
instantaneous velocity on the graphite substrate
(t = 0.009 s) is as high as 1.8 m/s. Compared with the
silicone-oil droplets, the differences in the thermal
diffusivity, μ, and v values of the molten silicon
droplets are greater.
Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the changes in the
internal T and flow fields of the droplets, respectively,
during molten silicone droplet migration on the
graphite substrate (G = 20 K/mm). In these figures, the
colored lines represent isotherms, and the T difference
between each adjacent pair of lines is 6 K. The substrate
has a linear G; therefore, as the substrate heat is
transferred inside the silicon droplets, a  surface
tension gradient is generated at the gas–liquid interface
that causes the droplets to move from the region with
lower σ to the region with higher σ. Further, a shear
stress is generated from the high- to low-T regions on
the silicon liquid surface, as indicated by Eq. (6). The
μ effect causes the formation of reflux in the silicon
liquid.
Figure 13 shows that the thermocapillary convection
influences the silicon liquid and forms two vortices
with opposite directions. As the vortices change, the
clockwise vortex undergoes greater development,
which pushes the droplets toward the low-T side. The

Fig. 11 (a) Thermocapillary migration velocities of molten silicon on (a) corundum (θ = 90°) and (b) graphite (θ = 45°) substrates
under different G.
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Fig. 12 Variation of T field of molten silicon droplet on graphite substrate (θ = 45°) during motion process.

Fig. 13 Change of flow field of molten silicon droplet on graphite substrate (θ = 45°) during motion process.

development of the vortex affects the distribution of
the internal T of the silicon liquid. It can be seen from
Fig. 12 that the distribution of the contours reflects
the vortex shape, indicating coupling of the T and
flow fields. As the interfacial T increases while the σ

decreases, the droplet has a tendency to spread.
Figures 14 and 15 show the change in the internal
T and the flow fields of the molten silicon droplets
at G = 20 K/mm on the corundum substrate. The T
difference between each pair of isotherm lines is 4 K.
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Fig. 14 Variation of T field of molten silicon droplet on corundum (θ = 90°) substrate during motion process.

Fig. 15 Change of flow field of molten silicon droplet on corundum substrate (θ = 90°) during motion process.

Compared with the graphite substrate, the silicon liquid
on the corundum substrate produces two vortices
during the migration process. As the silicon liquid

migrates to the cold side, the two vortices gradually
disappear and form a stable laminar flow from the
high- to low-T regions.
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5 Conclusion
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